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$43,930 Starting Price (MSRP) Transmission Continuously Variable Automatic (CVT) Transmission Front-Wheel-Drive Capacity 5 Places Fuel Economy City: 20 mpg Hwy: 28 mpg Continuously Variable Automatic (CVT) 5 Years / Unlimited Miles Junko Kimura / Getty Images News/ Getty Images For example, if you
need to add liquid windshield washers, cooling or oil, you will have to open the hood to gain access to the engine compartment to do all these things. Another scenario that requires you to know how to open the hood is if your battery is going dead and it needs a jump start. Open the driver's side door. Crouch to waist
level and look below the steering wheel and left. You should see a handle with a picture of a hood on it. This frees the hood from the main latch. Go to the front of the Nissan Murano in the middle of the hood and place your hand between the grille and the hood. You have to feel the latch that you can pull up your fingers.
Pull the secondary latch up with your fingers and lift the hood. The Nissan Murano has a hood rack that keeps the hood open without props. If you are having difficulty finding a latch between the hood and the grille, use a flashlight to help you find it. $45,230 MSRP / Window sticker Price NA Nat'l avg. Savings from the
MSRP Smart Buy Program are powered by additional or replacement features: all-wheel drive type 1 and 2nd row exterior express open/close slip and tilt glass Sunroof 20 painted aluminum driver wheels and front passenger heated cushions, Heated-seat heated front seats SiriusXM AM/HD/seek-scan Radio front
fog/driver's lights Heated Mirror Leather Trim Seat Navigation System Parking Assistance Standard Features: Front-wheel-drive Type 18 is coated w/colored accents aluminum wheels SiriusXM AM/FM/Satellite, Seek-scan Radio Fabric Seat Trim 3.5L V-6 Engine Xtronic 2-spd CVT w/OD Transmission 260 Tow point
ABS and driveline Traction control front air conditioning, dual-zone automatic 2 - 1st row LCD monitor keyfob (all doors) Remote driver entry bar support show more than a year 1 $194 10 Year 2 $2549 Year 3 $2,673 Year 4 $2023 Year 5 $1773 Year 1 $2.89 7 year 2 $256 Year 3 $240 Year 4 $205 Year 5 $194 Year 1
$931 Year 2 $964 Year 3 $998 Year 4 $1,034 Year 5 $1,071 Year 1 $1,182 Year 2 $1,175 Year 3 $1.1.1.168 Year 4 $1,161 Year 5 $1,154 Year 1 $1,494 Year 2 $1,189 Year 3 $871 Year 4 $539 Year 5 $193 Year 1 $241 Year 2 $509 Year 3 $420 Year 4 $391 Year 5 $2,091 Year 1 $57 Year 2 $74 Year 3 $90 Year 4
$108 Year 5 $133 Year 1 $0 Year 2 $0 Year 3 $0 Year 4 $868 Year 5 $1,076 Year 1 Year 2 $6,717 Year 3 $6,461 Year 4 $6,329 Year 5 $7,684 Data Data по !функция (f, b, e, v, n, t, s) - если (f.fbq) возвращается; n q f.fbq - функция () n.callMethod ? n.callMethod.apply (n, аргументы) : n.queue.push (аргументы);
если (!f._fbq) f._fbq n; n.push n. n. n. n.version - '2.0'; n.queue - q; t. b.createElement (e); t.async -0; t.src - v; s - b.getElementsByTagName (e); s.parentNode.insertBefore (t, s) (окно, документ, 'скрипт', '//connect.facebook.net/en_US/fbevents.js'); fbq ('init', '174181139752304'); fbq ('track', 'PageView'); fbq
('trackCustom', 'ViewedVehicle', «год: '2019', сделать: 'Nissan', модель: 'Murano', отделка: 'Platinum 4dr Полный привод');&gt; (функция (i,s,o,g,r,a,m)'i'GoogleAnalyticsObject'r;i'r'r'r функции () (i'r'.q'i'r'q (Аргументы)», i'r'l'1'new Дата ();a's.createElement (o), m's.getElementsByTagName (o);a.async
1;a.src'g;m.parentNode.insertBefore (a,m)))(окно, документ,'скрипт','/www.google-analytics.com/analytics.js','ga'); ga ('create', 'UA-71479133-1', 'авто'); ga ('set', 'anonymizeIp', true); ga ('set', 'dimension1', '2019'); ga ('set', 'dimension2', 'Nissan'); ga ('set', 'dimension3', 'Murano'); ga ('set', 'dimension7', 'полезность'); ga
('set', 'dimension8', 'make-model'); ga ('set', 'dimension9', 'цена'); ga ('set', 'dimension10', 'SUV');ga ('send', 'pageview');&gt; (функция (d, t) «var a» d.createElement (t), s.getElementsByTagName(t); a.parentNode.insertBefore (a, s); (документ, сценарий)); &gt; (функция (d, t) «var a d.createElement (t), s
d.getElementsByTagName(t); a.src » ; s.parentNode.insertBefore(a, s); (документ, сценарий)); &gt; $31,370 MSRP / Window Sticker Price NA Nat'l avg. savings off MSRP Smart Buy Program is powered by  Standard Features: 3.5L V-6 Engine Xtronic 2-spd CVT w/OD Transmission 260 @ 6,000 rpm Horsepower 240
@ 4,400 rpm Torque front-wheel Drive type ABS and driveline Traction control 18 machined w/painted accents aluminum Wheels front air conditioning, dual zone automatic SiriusXM AM/FM/Satellite, seek-scan Radio 2 - 1st row LCD monitor keyfob (all doors) Remote keyless entry cloth Seat trim driver Lumbar support
Show More Year 1 $12,575 Year 2 $1,949 Year 3 $2,123 Year 4 $1,473 Year 5 $1,273 Year 1 $2,048 Year 2 $198 Year 3 $189 Year 4 $162 Year 5 $155 Year 1 $931 Year 2 $964 Year 3 $998 Year 4 $1,034 Year 5 $1,071 Year 1 $1,170 Year 2 $1,163 Year 3 $1,156 Year 4 $1,149 Year 5 $1,142 Year 1 $1,036 Year 2
$825 Year 3 $604 Year 4 $374 Year 5 $134 Year 1 $ 235 Год 2 $498 Год 3 $414 Год 4 $380 Год 5 $1,897 Год 1 $43 Год 2 $58 Год 3 $72 Год 4 $89 Год 5 $112 Год 1 $0 Год 2 $0 Год 3 $0 Год 4 $840 Год 5 $1,041 Год 1 $18,037 Год 2 $5,655 Год 3 $5,557 Год 4 $5,501 Год 5 $6,826 Данные, предоставляемые
!функция(f, b, b, e, v, n, t, s) - если (f.fbq) возврат; n q f.fbq - функция () n.callMethod ? n.callMethod.apply (n, аргументы) : If (!f._fbq) f._fbq n; n.push n; n.loaded !0; n.version - '2.0'; n.Turn and I; t b.createElement (e); t.async yu !0; t.src q v; s . b.getElementsByTagName (e); s.parentNode.insertBefore (t, s) (window,
document, 'script', '//connect.facebook.net/en_US/fbevents.js'); fbq ('init', '174181139752304'); fbq ('track', 'PageView'); fbq ('trackCustom', 'ViewedVehicle', 'year: '2019', do: 'Nissan', model: 'Murano', Finish: 'S 4dr front-wheel drive';'gt; (function (i,s,o,g,r,a,m)'i'GoogleAnalyticsObject'r;i'r'r'r function (i'r'.q'i'r'q (Arguments),
i'r'l'1'new Date (); a's.createElement (o), m's.getElementsByTagName (o);a.async 1;a.src'g;m.parentNode.insertBefore (a,m))(window, document,'script,'/www.google-analytics.com/analytics.js','ga'; ga ('create', 'UA-71479133-1', 'auto'); ga ('set', 'anonymizeIp', true); ga ('set', 'dimension1', '2019'); ga ('set', 'dimension2',
'Nissan'); ga ('set', 'dimension3', 'Murano'); ga ('set', 'dimension7', 'usefulness'); ga ('set', 'dimension8', 'make-model'); ga ('set', 'dimension9', 'price'); ga ('set', 'dimension10', 'SUV');ga ('send', 'pageview'); (function (d, t) 'var a' d.createElement (t), s.getElementsByTagName (t); a.parentNode.insertBefore (a, s); (document,
script); (function (d, t) var a d.createElement (t), s d.getElementsByTagName (t); a.src » ; s.parentNode.insertBefore(a, s); (document, script); Purchase Tip: Before you go to the dealership, the online price store is the first. Avoid overpayments with the following price services: CarsDirect MotorTrend Car Transactions
With these services, you can: Make dealers compete for their business. Start your own online price war. Many prices are not advertised on the Internet. It's free and free. Visit Car Design, CarsDirect and MotorTrend. With a starting price of just over $31,500, the 2020 Pathfinder is a seven-passenger SUV that comes in
six editions. With a similar starter MSRP, the 2020 Murano is a crossover that is available in four trims. Both sports cars offer premium interior amenities such as NissanConnect infotainment and Bose sound system. These family-optimized vehicles also have similar active safety technologies, such as Intelligent Cruise
Control (ICC) and Smart Monitor AroundView. The 2020 Pathfinder naturally caters to large families. This three-passenger nissan SUV has an internal passenger volume of up to 154.0 cubic feet. When the adjustable rear seats are fully folded flat, the payload is approximately 79 cubic feet. Such internal dimensions are
based on the internal Without an additional lunar hatch. With five standard seats, the 2020 Murano is a perfectly designed designed small families. The internal passenger volume inside this mid-size crossover is slightly less than 56 cubic feet. When the second row seats are down, the maximum cargo space is about
67.0 cubic feet. This Nissan model also offers up to 40.5 inches of legroom in the front row. Climate-controlled front seats are optional in Pathfinder and Murano. These Nissan family models offer fabric, leatherette and leather ups ups and ups for all seats. Semi-aniline leather with diamond blankets is also available in
high-quality Murano finishes. Both cars offer memory systems for the leather steering wheel with audio control. The largest wheels that are optional for Pathfinder and Murano measure 20.0 inches in diameter. Both Nissan models offer powerful LED headlights that improve the driver's vision of the road ahead at night.
Smart automatic lights are also optional on Pathfinder. In terms of external utility, these vehicles have a motion-activated Liftgate that responds to kicking movements near the rear bumper. The black roof rails allow families to tow additional travel equipment. Urine almond pearl is a rich paint option that is available for
sporting Pathfinder and generous Murano. These Nissan models can be painted in lighter colors, such as brilliant Silver. Drivers who want to express some flashy style should choose SunSet Drift ChromFlair or Cayenne Red Metallic for Murano. This two-row crossover also comes in Deep Blue Pearl, which is inspired by
the natural color of the sea. Similarly, Pathfinder can be painted in nature inspired finishes like Caspian blue metallic or Midnight Pine Metallic. Pathfinder has heated side mirrors with LED lights and a downward tilt back configuration. The shiny chrome coating covers the side moldings of the car. Chrome adorns the door
handles at Murano. Both Nissan models have rear-glass privacy and UV-reduced solar glass for better comfort on sunny days. These premium family cars offer a double-paneled panoramic hatch to enhance outdoor visibility. Thanks to Fine Vision's stylish design, electroluminescent sensors are installed in the Murano
instrument cluster. This premium Nissan crossover also has a one-touch function for opening and closing power windows. The automatic locking feature ensures that all doors are locked after a certain delay. The intermittent windshield wiper keeps the rear window clear on a rainy day. LED ambious interior lights are
some other luxurious features inside this two-towing crossover. Drivability The 2020 Pathfinder's 3.5 litre V6 engine unit unleashes 284 pure horsepower at 6400 rpm. Demonstrating direct Injection Gasoline (DIG) badge, this six-cylinder transmission gives up to 259 lb-ft of torque at 4800 rpm. Variable induction system
and multi-point direct fuel fuel Manage to burn in the DRIVE DIG. Under the hood, the 2020 Murano has a 3.5 liter V6 DOHC engine that produces 260 hp and 240 lb-ft. Intelligent all-wheel drive is compatible with this traditional six-cylinder propulsion system. The standard time control system under the Pathfinder hood
improves efficiency and reduces combustion noise. The electronic throttle also promotes smoother mechanics. Covered with iridium, sturdy ignition candles are part of Nissan's direct ignition system. Operating on a hydraulic mechanism, the power-enabled steering system is another high-performance installation in this
three-row SUV. In addition, this premium steering system has a speed-sensitive design to prevent the driver from losing control on the highway. Configured to solve complex off-road problems, the 4x4 smart drive system is optional for Pathfinder. The all-electronic dial allows the driver to choose Auto, 2WD and 4WD
Lock modes for this exclusive powertrain. Both Nissan models roll on the Xtronic CVT system, which generates a wide variety of variable gear sequences. Hill Start Assist is integrated into this trading. With sensors that analyze forward tilt in real time, Hill Descent Control controls downshift points and braking in the
Pathfinder model. Strong enough to to tow a 6,000-pound trailer, the 2020 Pathfinder certainly appeals to families who like to bring heavy recreational equipment for road trips. Optimized for long-haul towing, the 7-pin hitch receiver is optional on this mid-size Nissan SUV. With additional support from dual Flow Path
shock absorbers, this model is unlikely to be shaken as it handles the maximum towing capacity. Like a lightweight crossover, the 2020 Murano tows a 1,500-pound trailer. Standard on both Nissan models, dynamic vehicle control compensates for loss of traction on the wet sidewalk. If necessary, VDC will correct
excessive bewilderment and speeding in real time. The traction control system is another standard function that improves handling in inclement weather. When it feels the slightest slip in the wheels, the TCS applies the brakes. Speaking of slowing down on the road, both Nissan finishes get leverage from electronic
Brake Force Distribution. In an emergency, Brake Assist helps the driver quickly stop pathfinder. This innovative technology reduces significant damage to the braking system when the driver slams the brake pedals with maximum force. The Brake Assist feature includes four-wheel-mounted disc brakes at optimal



intensity. For its powerful Platform, Pathfinder has acceptable fuel economy of 27 mpg on the highway and 20 mpg in the city. Such efficiency assessments are achieved through front-wheel drive and unleaded gasoline. 2020 Murano earns a highway gas mileage rating of 28 mpg. When navigating city streets at medium
speeds, this mid-size crossover offers up to 20 mpg. Comfort, options and performance Pathfinder and Murano are the most comfortable driver seat available with up to 10 seats and a two-side lumbar cushion. With some quick levers from the patented Flex equalizer technology, families will quickly adjust the second row
seats in a spacious Pathfinder. This three-row SUV also offers all-new Latch and Glide features for the third row bench seat, which has a 50/50 design with a reclining option. The heating of the second-row suspension seats is optional in this spacious Nissan model. The automatic temperature control system in 2020
Pathfinder comes standard with three zones. Covering double zones, the automatic temperature control system is set by default inside Murano 2020. Both Nissan models have air vents to keep rear passengers more comfortable. A microfilter designed to capture dust, pollen and other small particles transmitted by
airborne droplets is integrated into the climate control systems of these family vehicles. Both cars are compatible with the Nissan Intelligent Key, which is synchronized with ignition and door locks. Choose a trim support for the remote start engine system using an advanced electronic key. In addition, Murano offers an
intelligent climate control feature that is activated remotely by the Nissan Intelligent Key. Designed to improve driver focus in Pathfinder or Murano, the Advanced Drive-Assist Display has been slightly updated relative to previous years. For example, this fully digital, 7.0-inch dashboard receives information from the
transmission and tire pressure monitoring system. Powered by the NissanConnect operating system, the infotainment system with an 8.0-inch monitor is standard in these Nissan cars. The highly responsive touchscreen works smoothly with Apple CarPlay or Android Auto. Siri Eyes Free and Bluetooth are some other
third-party apps that are recognized by the NissanConnect multimedia platform. The Nissan Door to Door navigation system makes it easy to send directions from a compatible smartphone to the GPS navigation console in Pathfinder and Murano. Amazon Alexa is also easily accessible to find directions and perform
other tasks in real time. Part of the NissanConnect Services Action Suite, Google Assistant is another virtual concierge that is readily available in both vehicles. Using simple voice commands, the driver can ask Google Assistant to unlock all doors or turn on the engine block. Compatible with the latest electronics, up to
six USB ports inside Pathfinder. The 120-volt AC socket with three prongs is also optional inside this three-way Nissan SUV. Score at 12 volts, three DC charging point points Easily available for charging small gadgets. Courtesy of welcome lighting and reading lights provide extra utility in this spacious family car. HD
Radio and SiriusXM Satellite Radio are perhaps the most popular music services that are available for Pathfinder and Murano. Both models support am/FM radio channels and traditional compact channels. Manufactured by the legendary Bose brand, 13 speakers are optional for Pathfinder. The new Acoustic Waveguide
technology sharpens the sound quality inside the three private cabins. The Murano audio system, also made by Bose, includes 11 speakers. Families wishing to make the trip more fun in Pathfinder can get an additional Tri-zone entertainment system. Measuring 8.0 inches diagonally, double monitors are mounted
behind front-row headrests. Two wireless headsets allow second-row passengers to listen to sound without distractions. The HDMI port and USB hub are conveniently available in the central multimedia console. In addition, the driver can control the Entertainment System Tri-zone through the touch screen
NissanConnect. Bose sound systems in these Nissan models are synchronized with speedometers in real time. Depending on the speed of traffic, the volume intensity will be automatically adjusted to minimize distractions for the driver. Both cars also have illuminated sound controls on ergonomic steering wheels. The
safety of the Nissan Safety Shield 360 technology is optimized for Pathfinder and Murano. Using radar devices, cameras and other optical sensors, this exclusive active security package is more advanced and responsive than ever before. Intelligent cruise control gives the driver several options to maintain constant
speed on the freeway. Similarly, the ICC may be configured to maintain a fixed distance relative to another moving car that is in front. In addition, the ICC can automatically apply the appropriate braking force when the other car slows down in front and ahead. Both Nissan models offer automatic emergency braking that
responds to threats on local roads, busy city streets and high-traffic roads. An intelligent forward collision warning gives Murano's driver some time to respond to a potential accident. This mid-size Nissan crossover comes with pedestrian detection technology in AEB. Intelligent Lane Intervention is another sophisticated
driving assistant that is optional for Murano trim. Designed to prevent low speed accidents in parking lots, rear automatic braking is available for this two-car model. Integrated into the touchscreen The patented RearView monitor is optional for Pathfinder and Murano. Both vehicles also have rear cross traffic alerts to
raise awareness when backing up. In addition, the Smart Monitor AroundView creates a 360-degree composite view of the immediate environment. How To The finishes offer a rear Sonar system that looks for any stationary obstacles nearby. In terms of security, Pathfinder and Murano have several premium amenities
such as back door alerts. This all-new electronic technology is usually caused by the incorrect closing of the rear doors. Both models are equipped with the Nissan Vehicle Immobilizer System, which is synchronized with the Nissan Intelligent Key. Designed to be deployed in two different phases, the Nissan Advanced Air
Bag System protects the driver and front passenger from serious injury during a serious accident. Equipped with 10 defaults by default, Murano earns best-in-class status in the passive security category. Built on the body construction platform, these Nissan cars are front and rear crumpled dots. Hooded folds also reduce
the severity of injuries to passengers in the first and second rows. The energy-saving steering column is another innovative passive security installation inside the Murano model. This crossover and Pathfinder have Easy-Fill Tire Alert technology that is integrated into the extended Drive-Assist Display display. Purchase
Tip: To avoid overpayment on a new car, shop prices online first. Get front pricing before you walk into the dealership. We recommend the following free services; Car deals, CarsDirect and MotorTrend. These free services will offer you the lowest prices and supply you with several competing price quotes. You will know
the best price before you visit the dealer. Which model to choose? In terms of power and off-road performance, the 2020 Pathfinder is definitely a better choice for families than the 2020 Murano. This statement is especially true, as both models start at about the same price. When it comes to active safety, the Safety
Shield 360 kit adds more accident prevention technology to Murano. Thus, this midsize crossover is a great choice for drivers who need extra help behind the wheel. Available with a Tri-zone Entertainment package and 13 Bose speakers, Pathfinder is the best choice for families who want premium audio and video
content on the go. Go.
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